AGING THE PREAMBLE

ONLY UNDER ADULT SUPERVISION!!!

1. MAKE UP A POT OF DARK BROWN TEA (TEA WORKS BETTER THAN COFFEE) or DARK COFFEE.

2. ONCE THE TEA OR COFFEE HAS COOLED SLOWLY, GENTLY POUR THE LIQUID INTO A PAN WITH SIDES.

3. PLACE THE PREAMBLE IN THIS PAN.

4. SOAK THE PREAMBLE UNTIL IT IS THE AMBER COLOR YOU DESIRE.

5. DRY – LAY OUT THE WET PREAMBLE FLAT ON NEWSPAPER OR PAPER TOWELS – NOT ON THE FLOOR OR COUNTER TOP OR SOMETHING THAT MIGHT STAIN.

6. ONCE IT IS DRY –
   a. USING A SHARPIE TO BOTH PRINT YOUR FIRST AND LAST NAME AND TO SIGN YOUR NAME.
   b. THEN CRINKLE THE PAPER.

7. FLATTEN THE PAPER OUT.

8. SINGE THE EDGES – UNDER ADULT SUPERVISION!!!